Name of the Event: Interaction between professors and students through Google class room.

Event Date: April 2020
No.of participants: 20

Report Description:

Our Department professors interacted with students through google class room by giving assignments, clarifying doubts, providing notes, conducting test and valuating the answer sheets. This enabled the students to know the subject well and to keep in touch with the subject. This boost the confidence among the students to face the exam.
Share with your class...

chellappa srinivasan
16 Apr

Please send your written model question physical chemistry paper as assignment.

4 class comments

New material: Quantum chemistry Important questions
15 Apr

2 class comments

Karthi sekhar
14 Apr

OK sir

Add class comment

Sir, is it enough for evidence for ionic atmosphere?

2 class comments

chellappa srinivasan
16 Apr

Significance of equilibrium exchange current density

Add class comment

chellappa srinivasan
15 Apr

Reason

6 class comments

New material: Electro chemistry Important questions
14 Apr

2 class comments

New material: Reactions
14 Apr (Edited 17 Apr)